
Business and Tourism Magazine 

Let us help you grow your business 
  The right advertising in the right places drives business.

When it comes to magazine advertising,most people think radius— or even outside of your own town. But that's not 
of the large, glossy, national publications full of big brand the case. It's possible that next time you open a glossy 
advertisers and it may seem like your own business magazine that your ad can also be in it. That's because 
doesn't belong alongside the “big guys,” especially if You The Loerie magazine is aimed at smaller local businesses 
don't sell your product outside a five hundred kilometre it's your affordable advertising solution.

                            Who should advertise in The Loerie magazine?
If you want to connect with local customers or customers We will help to get your message in the best media 
outside your area - The Loerie magazine is right for you. channels for your market - from print to online advertising.

Get multimedia exposure
Reading a magazine is a solitary experience. You choose can find that in The Loerie Magazine. So while you'll be 
your time, sit back, taking in all the content – editorial and reaching people way outside your area, you'll also attract 
advertising – in an equally focussed way. A single, simple local customers. 
message that stays in the mind of the reader.

Advert, layout - if you are starting from scratch, our expert 
You need to be where your customers are looking, both in design team can help with everything from developing a 
print and online. Our bundled solutions let you maximize logo to designing a Web site. Also note that you have the 
your exposure across our media consultants will help you opportunity with all magazines to save money on each ad 
develop an advert that will wow your customers. We can by agreeing to run an ad in more than one issue. Your 
help determine which combination of advertising will help response is optimised when your ads are used as part of a 
you achieve your business goals. wider campaign. 

We understand the needs of our customers and our Pick up a copy of The Loerie magazine to feel how luxurious
readers from planning your marketing strategy to getting a magazine can be, excellent quality of the paper and high 
your advertising in front of the right audience, creative image resolution. One of the advantages of The Loerie 
(layout of advert) we can help you every step of the way. magazines is that we have a much longer shelf life. 
Remember, it's the audience/reader that counts, and you 

      And after all this we are still the best value for your money
The Loerie offers the most affordable range of advert sizes Our client support team can determine which combination 
to suit every budget. And like most    magazines, your of advertising will help you achieve your business goals. 
deadline will be way ahead of publication, so don't wait Please don't hesitate to contact us for more information or 
until the last minute to call to place an advert. to place your advert.
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